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2. CALCULATION OF ELECTRIC CIRCUITS OF SINUSOID CURRENT 

 PRACTICE TOPIC № 2 

 

2.1. Formulation of tasks 

2.1. The formulation of the tasks of practice topic 2 consists of the next tasks. 

The content of the assignment, i.e. the total number of tasks and their specific 

numbers, may be varied by the teacher depending on the scope of the training course. 

Each student is given a variant of input for three loads (  ZZZ ,, ), used in all 

tasks (Table 2.1). 

Task 1. Calculation of an electric circuit of a single-phase sinusoidal current 

with one source of electrical energy at the serial connection of loads. 

To calculate the electrical circuit in Fig. 2.1 with a series connection of loads 

 ZZZ ,, , parameters which must be taken from the Table 2.1. 

The energy source voltage is U = 220 V at a frequency f = 50 Hz. 

Calculation volume: a) draw the electrical scheme in Fig. 2.1 

with the ideal elements of substitution of each load; b) determine 

the current in the circuit, the voltages across each load, active and 

reactive power of the source and loads; c) build a phasor diagram of 

the current and voltages of the source and all loads; d) check the 

solution of the task with the help of the phasor diagram and balance 

of active and reactive power; e) build the sinusoidal time functions of the current and 

voltage of the energy source and plot these functions.  

Task 2. Calculation of an electric circuit of a single-phase sinusoidal current 

with one source of electrical energy at the parallel connection of loads. 

Calculate the electrical circuit in Fig. 2.2 with parallel connection of loads 

 ZZZ ,, , the parameters of which are defined in Task 1. Source 

voltage U = 127 V at a frequency f = 50 Hz. 

Calculation volume: a) draw the electrical circuit in  

Fig. 2.2 with the ideal elements of replacement for each load; 

b) determine all currents in the circuit, active and reactive power of 

the source and loads; c) build a phasor diagram of voltage and 

currents of all loads; d) check the solution of the task by means of 

the phasor diagram and balance of active and reactive power. 

 

 

Figure 2.1 

Figure 2.2 
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Task 3. Calculation of an electric circuit of single-phase sinusoidal current with 

one energy source using the symbolic method. 

Carry out the calculation of the electrical circuit in 

Fig. 2.3 with a mixed connection of loads  ZZZ ,, , which 

parameters are defined in Task 1. The voltage of the energy 

source is U = 220 V at frequency f = 50 Hz. 

Calculation volume: a) draw the equivalent electrical 
scheme in Fig. 2.3 with ideal elements instead of each load; 
b) determine the currents in the circuit, active and reactive 
power of the energy source and loads; c) build a phasor 
diagram of voltages and currents; d) check the solution of 
the task using a phasor diagram and the balance of active and 
reactive powers. 

Task 4. Calculation of a three-phase electric circuit with a symmetrical wye 

connected load. 

In a three-phase circuit with  linear voltage 

UL = 380 V a symmetrical load is switched at series 

connection of the loads βα , ZZ  in each phase 

(Fig. 2.4). The loads  ZZ ,  are the same as in 

from Task 1. 

Calculation volume: a) draw the electrical 

scheme of replacement of three-phase circuit with 

ideal elements instead of loads; b) determine phase and linear currents, as well as active 

and reactive power; c) construct a phasor diagram. 

Task 5. Calculation of a three-phase electric circuit at a symmetrical delta 

connected load. 

In a three-phase circuit with linear voltage 

UL = 380 V a symmetrical load is switched on at 

serial connection of the loads  ZZ ,  in each 

phase (Fig. 2.5). The loads  ZZ ,  take from 

Task 1. 

Calculation volume: a) draw the electric 

equivalent scheme of three-phase electric circuit 

with ideal elements instead of the loads; 

b) determine phase and linear currents, as well as active and reactive power; c) build a 

phasor diagram. 

 

 
Figure 2.4 

Figure 2.3 

 
Figure 2.5 
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Task 6. Calculation of a three-phase electric circuit at asymmetric load and 

wye connection of loads with a neutral wire. 

 In a three-phase network with linear voltage 

UL = 380 V at frequency f = 50 Hz loads the 

γβα   ,  , ZZZ
 

are switched on in phases (Fig. 2.6), 

which due to their inequality leads to an asymmetric 

load. The loads parameters γβα   ,  , ZZZ  are taken from 

Task 1. 

Calculation volume: a) draw the electrical circuit 
of a three-phase circuit with ideal elements instead of 
loads; b) determine the phase and line currents, as well 
as the current in the neutral wire; c) determine the 
active and reactive power; d) build a phasor diagram. 

 

Table 2.1 – Input data of AC load parameters 
Vari

ant 
Z α  Zβ  Z γ  

αR , αL , αC , βR , βL , βC , γR , γL , γC , 

Ohm mH uF Ohm mH uF Ohm mH uF 

1 12 50,96 - 12 - 199,04 - 76,43 - 

2 7 76,43 - 5 - 265,39 20 - - 

3 20 - 212,31 10 95,54 - - - 127,39 

4 25 - - 12 50,96 - 10 - 90,99 

5 8 19,11 - - - 176,93 10 63,69 - 

6 - 79,62 - 20 47,77 - - - 127,4 

7 12 50,96 - 12 - 79,62 - 152,87 - 

8 5 - 265,39 15 63,69 - 25 - - 

9 16 38,22 - 7 76,43 - - - 63,69 

10 12 50,96 - 12 - 199,04 - - 133 

11 - - 144,76 24 101,91 - 12 15,92 - 

12 7 76,43 - 12 - 636,94 - - 83,81 

13 - 63,69 - 24 22,29 - 16 - 265,39 

14 10 - - 12 - 199,04 7 76,43 - 

15 12 50,96 - 8 - 530,79 - - 106,16 

16 24 - 176,93 6 25,48 - - 101,91 - 

17 20 - - 15 63,69 - 5 - 265,39 

18 - 63,69 - 10 - 318,47 10 31,85 - 

19 18 76,43 - - - 79,62 12 - 199,04 

20 17 25,48 - 5 38,22 - - - 199,52 

21 - - 96,51 30 41,4 - 15 63,69 - 

22 15 25,48 - 5 38,22 - - - 159,24 
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Vari

ant 
Z α  Zβ  Z γ  

αR , αL , αC , βR , βL , βC , γR , γL , γC , 

Ohm mH uF Ohm mH uF Ohm mH uF 

23 27 114,65 - - - 63,69 13 44,59 - 

24 9 41,4 - 13 28,66 - - - 106,16 

25 7 - 132,7 7 76,43 - 25 - - 

26 - 105,1 - 20 - 212,31 24 - 454,96 

27 12 - 199,04 12 50,96 - 20 - - 

28 - - 90,99 20 47,77 - 20 - 212,31 

29 16 38,22 - 12 50,96 - - - 199,04 

30 - - 79,62 20 63,69 - 20 63,69 - 

31 20 - - 7 - 132,7 5 38,22 - 

32 12  199,04 12 50,96 - 22 - - 

33 15 63,69 - 20 47,77 - - - 144,76 

34 30 - 79,62 30 127,39 - - 159,24 - 

35 - 79,62 - 10 - 212,31 15 - 318,47 

36 6 25,48 - 16 38,22 - - - 72,38 

37 - - 95,51 15 41,4 - 15 63,69 - 

38 24 57,32 - 15 31,85 - - - 113,74 

39 18 - 132,7 10 - 212,31 - 124,2 - 

40 11 - 167,17 11 60,67 - - 121,34 - 

41 24 57,32 - 24 - 176,93 - - 114,65 

42 18 - 132,7 18 76,43 - 14 - - 

43 - 127,39 - 30 - 79,62 15 - 159,24 

44 5 - 265,39 15 63,69 - 10 - - 

45 12 50,96 - 8 - 530,78 - - 106,16 

46 6 25,48 - 16 38,22 - - - 159,24 

47 7 76,43 - - - 66,35 12 - 636,94 

48 - - 106,16 20 47,77 - 10 143,31 - 

49 8 19,11 - 12 50,96 - - - 144,76 

50 14 - 66,35 14 152,87 - 50 - - 

51 20 95,54 - 10 31,85 - - - 159,24 

52 - - 127,39 20 - 212,31 20 127,39 - 

53 24 - 99,52 24 101,92 - 40 - - 

54 - 105,1 - 30 - 244,98 20 - 159,24 

55 30 - 212,31 10 47,77 - - 79,62 - 

56 - 63,69 - 20 63,69 - 20 - 212,31 

57 16 - 132,7 - - 132,7 24 76,43 - 

58 18 82,8 - 26 57,32 - - - 53,08 

59 20 - - 18 - 132,7 18 76,43 - 

60 - - 117,96 10 117,83 - 12 - 318.47 

61 40 95,54 - 7 76,43 - - - 318,47 
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Vari

ant 
Z α  Zβ  Z γ  

αR , αL , αC , βR , βL , βC , γR , γL , γC , 

Ohm mH uF Ohm mH uF Ohm mH uF 

62 20 - - 12 - 199,04 12 50,96 - 

63 25 111,46 - 20 - 212,31 22 - - 

64 22 - - 5 38,22 - 5 - 265,39 

65 - 159,42 - 40 95,54 - 14 - 66,35 

66 18 76,43 - 18 - - 9 - 79,62 

67 - - 159,24 30 111,46 - 20 - 212,31 

68 18 - 132,7 18 - - 9 127,39 - 

69 20 - 212,31 30 111,46 - - - 159,24 

70 40 - 106,16 7 - 132,7 - 31,85 - 

71 20 - - 12 50,96 - 12 - 199,04 

72 - 127,39 - 20 - 159,24 20 63,69 - 

73 15 - 66,35 15 146,5 - 50 - - 

74 - 114,65 - 20 - 212,31 20 - 88,46 

75 20 63,69 - 25 - 159,24 - 114,65 - 

76 8 19,11 - 8 - 530,79 20 - - 

77 - - 127,39 25 15,92 - 25 - 636,94 

78 40 - 79,62 - 127,39 - 20 63,69 - 

79 17 31,85 - 12 15,92 - - - 127,39 

80 - - 117,95 27 104,14 - 15 63,69 - 

81 - 159,24 - 24 - 132,7 20 - 79,62 

82 - - 95,64 20 58,28 - 20 - 174,03 

83 10 - 183,87 10 55,16 - 30 - - 

84 12 38,6 - 18 - - 30 - 79,62 

85 - - 83,81 19 60,51 - 11 63,69 - 

86 12 - 199,04 25 - - 12 50,96 - 

87 25 - - 12 50,96 - 9 - 79,62 

88 22 - - 22 - 83,59 22 121,34 - 

89 - 89,17 - 28 - 113,74 12 50,96 - 

90 35 - 90,99 30 - - 10 31,85 - 

91 12 50,96 - 20 - 212,31 - - 144,76 

92 18 - 132,7 - 63,69 - 20 47,77 - 

93 - 70,06 - 24 - 454,96 25 - 127,39 

94 - - 144,76 27 88,46 - 15 - 398,09 

95 16 28,66 - - - 144,76 12 - 636,94 

96 - - 127,39 20 47,77 - 15 - 159,24 

97 - 79,62 - 15 - 159,24 7 76,43 - 

98 - - 144,76 18 76,43 - 12 50,96 - 

99 20 - 212,31 - 70,06 - 18 - 132,76 

100 15 63,69 - 22 - 83,59 25 - - 
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2.2. Examples of tasks solution 

Example 1. Calculate an electrical circuit with a 

series connection of loads  ZZ ,  and Z , the scheme of 

which is shown in Fig. 2.1. The current voltage value 

U = 200 V, its frequency f = 50 Hz. Parameters of ideal 

elements of the loads: 02=R  Ohm; 77,47=L  mH; 

,332=R  Ohm; 62,79=C  uF. 

 Calculation volume: a) draw the electrical scheme in 

Fig. 2.1 with the ideal elements of substitution of each load; 

b) determine current in the circuit, voltages across each 

load, active and reactive power of the source and loads; 

c) build a phasor diagram of the current and voltages of the 

source and all loads; d) check the solution of the task with the help of phasor diagram and 

balance of active and reactive power; e) construct the sinusoidal time functions of the 

current and voltage of the energy source and draw these functions. 

Angular frequency of current and voltage: 
1c3145014,322 −=== f . 

Inductive reactance of the load αZ : 

=== −


31077,47314LX L 15 Ohm. 

Capacitive reactance of the load γZ : 

=


=


=
−


 61062,79314

11

C
XC 40 Ohm. 

Resistance, reactance and impedance: 

3,433,2320 =+=+=  RRR  Ohm;  254015 −=−=−=  CL XXX  Ohm; 

50)25(3,43 2222 =−+=+= XRZ  Ohm. 

Current in the electrical circuit: 

4
50

200
===

Z

U
I  А. 

The phase shift angle between the current phasors and the source voltage: 

o30
3,43

25
arctgarctg −=

−
==

R

X
. 

Impedances of loads: 

251520 2222 =+=+=  LXRZ Ohm; 

3,23==  RZ  Ohm;  40==  CXZ  Ohm. 

Voltages across the loads: 

100254 ===  ZIU  V; 2,933,234 ===  ZIU  V; 

160404 ===  ZIU  V. 

Figure 2.7 
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Angles of phase shift between current phasor I and voltages phasors  UUU ,,  

across the loads: 

o

α

α
α 87,36

20

15
arctgarctg ===

R

X L ; 

o

β
β 0

3,23

0
arctg

0
arctg ===

R
; 

oγ
γ 90

0

40
arctg

0
arctg −=

−
=

−
=

CX
. 

Figure 2.8 shows a phasor diagram. Let’s 

explain the order of solving. 

For the circuit in Fig. 2.7 common is the 

current for which we take the initial phase 
o0=i . Choose the current scale and draw a 

phasor I  along the horizontal axis. Next, choose 

the voltage scale and draw the voltage phasor of 

the source at an angle   clockwise relative to the 

current phasor I , as well as voltage phasors 

across the loads  UUU ,,  at the appropriate 

phase shift angles   ,,  relative to the phasor I . 

Using the phasor diagram, we check the solution based on Kirchhoff’s voltage law 

for a loop in Fig. 2.7. The phasor sum of load’s voltages gives the voltage phasor of the 

energy source, i.e. γβα UUUU ++=  (Fig. 2.8), which on the accepted scale must be equal 

to 200 V. 

Total, active and reactive power of the energy source: 

8004200 === IUS
  
VA; 

=−== )30cos(4200cos IUP 692,8 W; 

400)30sin(4200sin −=−== IUQ  VAr. 

The ratio of these powers is shown in Fig. 2.9 using their 

triangle. 

According to the balance of active powers 

8,69243,23420 222
β

2
α =+=+= IRIRP  W, 

which coincides with the active power of the source. 

According to the balance of active powers 

8,69243,23420 222
β

2
α =+=+= IRIRP  W, 

which coincides with the active power of the source. 

According to the balance of reactive powers 

400440415 222
γ

2
α −=−=−= IXIXQ CL  VAr, 

 
Figure 2.8 

 
Figure 2.9 
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which coincides with the reactive power of the source. 

Amplitude values of current and voltage of the energy source 

66,5422 === IIm  А;  28220022 === UUm  V. 

Sinusoidal time functions of current and voltage of the energy source: 

ttIi іm 314sin66,5)ψω(sin =+=  А; 

)30314sin(8,282)ψωsin( o−=+= ttUu um  V, 

where the initial phase of the current is already accepted ( o0=і ), and the initial phase 

uψ  find, remembering that the angle iu ψ ψ −= : .30030 ooo −=+−=+= iu  

Graphs of current and voltage sine curves are drawn when using no time scale t, and 

a multiple of its scale ωt, which is more convenient when constructing these graphs. In the 

Table 2.2 shows the calculations of current and voltage for different values ωt and in Fig. 

2.10 shows the graphs of functions )(ti  and )(tu . 

Table 2.2 – The value of current and voltage of the energy source depending on time 

t , 

rad 
0 

6


 

3


 

2


 

3

2
 

6

5
   

6

7
 

3

4
 

2

3
 

3

5
 

6

11
 2  

t , 

grad 
0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270 300 330 360 

i ,А 0 2,83 4,9 5,66 4,9 2,83 0 -2,83 -4,9 -5,66 -4,9 -2,83 0 

u ,V -141 0 141 245 283 245 141 0 -141 -245 -283 -245 -141 

 

 

 
Figure 2.10 
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Example 2. Calculate the electrical circuit with a parallel connection of the loads 

 ZZ ,  and Z , the electrical scheme of which is shown in Fig. 2.2. The voltage value 

U = 220 V. Parameters of ideal elements of the loads: 24α =R  Ohm; 32α =CX  Ohm; 

20β =R  Ohm; Оhm; 20β =LX  80γ =LX  Ohm. 

Calculate the electrical circuit in Fig. 2.2 with parallel 

connection of loads  ZZZ ,, , the parameters of which are defined 

in Task 1. The source voltage U = 220 V at a frequency of f = 50 Hz. 

Calculation volume: a) draw the electrical scheme in Fig. 2.2 

with the ideal elements of replacement for each load; b) determine 

currents in the circuit, active and reactive power of the source and 

loads; c) draw a phasor diagram of voltage and currents of all loads; 

d) check the solution of the task by means of a phasor diagram and 

balance of active and reactive power. 

Solution. In the Fig. 2.11 is shown the electrical scheme of 

the substitution of the electricalal circuit in 

Fig. 2.2 with ideal elements instead  ZZ , , Z . 

The impedances value of the parallel branches are equal to: 

40)32(24)( 222
α

2
αα =−+=−+= CXRZ  Ohm; 

28,282020 222
β

2
ββ =+=+= LXRZ  Ohm;  

Оhm. 80γγ == LXZ  

The currents in the parallel branches: 

5,5
40

220

α
α ===

Z

U
I  А;  78,7

28,28

220

β
β ===

Z

U
I  А;  

75,2
80

220

γ
γ ===

Z

U
I А. 

Angles of phase shift between the current phasors αI , βI , γI  and voltage phasor U : 

o
α 13,53

24

32
arctgarctg −=

−
=

−
=





R

XC ; 

o

β

β
β 45

20

20
arctgarctg ===

R

X L
; 

o
γ 90= (inductive element). 

To determine the source current, we use a phasor diagram (Fig. 2.12), where the 
phasors are built at these scales. We are the first to build a voltage phasor U . Its initial 

phase is accepted arbitrarily ( o0ψ =u ). Current phasors αI , βI  and γI  we construct using 

the initial phases. Because o0ψ =u , the initial phases are determined by formulas: 

o
α 13,53=−=

i
;         o

ββ
45−=−=i ;            o

γγ
90−=−=i . 

Figure 2.11 

Figure 2.2 
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According to Kirchhoff’s current law (Fig. 2.11), the phasor of the source current is 

the phasor sum of the currents of the parallel branches, i.e. γβα IIII ++=  (Fig. 2.12). The 

geometric addition of these phasors gives the value of the source current on the basis of 

measurements A7,9I  and the phase shift angle o24 . 

More accurate results can be obtained directly by calculations, using the 

decomposition of current phasors into active and reactive components: the first – parallel to 

the phasor U , and the second is perpendicular to it. The diagram of phasors on 

components is given on the phasor diagram (Fig. 2.12). 

 

 

Figure 2.12 
 

Active and reactive components of the load currents: 

3,313,53cos5,5ψcos o

αααa === iII  А; 

5,5)45cos(78,7ψcos o

βββa =−== iII  А; 

0)90cos(75,2ψcos o

γγγa =−== iII  А; 

4,413,53sin5,5ψsin o

αααр === iII  А; 

5,5)45(sin78,7ψsin o

βββр −=−== iII  А; 

75,2)90sin(75,2ψsin o

γγγр −=−== iII  А. 

Active and reactive components of the source current and its rms(root-mean-square) 

value: 

8,805,53,3γaβaαaa =++=++= IIII А; 
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85,375,25,54,4γpβрαрр −=−−=++= IIII А; 

61,9)85,3(8,8 222
р

2
a =−+=+= III А. 

The phase shift angle of the current phasor I  relative to the voltage phasor U : 

o

a

р
63,23

8,8

85,3
arctgarctgψ =

−
−=−=−=

I

I
i . 

Total, active and reactive source powers: 

VA2,211461,9220 === IUS ; W9,193663,23cos2,2114cos o === SP ; 

VAr4,84763,23sin2,2114sin === SQ . 

According to the balance of active and reactive powers: 

6,193678,7205,524 222
ββ

2
αα =+=+= IRIRP  W, 

6,84775,28078,7205,532 2222
γγ

2
ββ

2
αα =++−=++−= IXIXIXQ LLC  VAr. 

Example 3. Calculate the electrical circuit in Fig. 2.3 at the mixed connection of the 

loads βα ,ZZ  and Z  by a symbolic method, i.e. using complex numbers. The energy 

source voltage U = 127 V, its frequency f = 50 Hz. Parameters of the ideal elements of 

loads: 8α =R  Ohm; 15α =LX  Ohm; 16=R  Ohm; 12β =CX  Ohm; 42=LX  Ohm. 

In a three-phase circuit with linear voltage UL = 380 V symmetrical load is activated 

when connected in series with the loads βα , ZZ  in each phase (Fig. 2.3). The loads 

 ZZ ,  will be taken from Task 1.  

Calculation volume: a) draw the electrical scheme of replacement of three-phase 

circuit with ideal elements instead of the loads  ZZZ ,,  ; b) determine phase and linear 

currents, as well as active and reactive powers;  c) draw a phasor diagram.  

Solution. The electrical scheme of substitution of the electrical circuit in Fig. 2.3 

with ideal elements is shown in Fig. 2.13. Currents, voltages and also loads will be defined 

by a symbolic method therefore ideal elements which are connected in series, unite in total 

complex impedances. From the initial electrical scheme according to Fig. 2.13 we come to 

the electrical scheme with complex impedances of branches (Fig. 2.14, a) where currents 

and voltages are also represented in a complex form. 

Values of complex impedances of branches in algebraic and demonstrative forms: 
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o93,618

15
arctg

22
ααα 17158158 j

j

L eejjXRZ =+=+=+= ; 

o87,3616

12
arctg

22
βββ 20)12(161216 j

j

C eejjXRZ −

−

=−+=−=−= Ohm; 

o900

42
arctg

γγ 424242 j
j

L eejjXZ ==== Ohm. 

A part of electrical circuit with a parallel connection Z  and Z  replace with 

equivalent complex impedance 

  Оhm78,342,24)8,8sin()8,8cos(71,2471,24
34

840

3016

840

3016

840

421216

4220

oo8,8

93,61

13,53

16

30
arctg

22

13,5313,539087,36

γβ

γβ

o

o

o

oooo

jje
e

e

e

e

j

e

jj

ee

ZZ

ZZ
Z

j

j

j

j

jjjj

ab

−=−+−==



=

=

+


=

+


=

+−


=

+


=

−

−

 

and we obtain a simpler scheme for Fig. 2.14, b. 

Two loads connected in series Z  and abZ  for Fig. 2.14, b is replaced by one 

impedance, which is equivalent to the impedance of the whole circuit (Fig. 2.14, c) 

.Оhm3,3422,1142,32

22,1142,3278,342,24158

o09,1942,32

22,11
arctg

22

αе

j
j

ab

ee

jjjZZZ

=+=

=+=−++=+=

 

The complex value of source voltage 127127
o0 ===

 juj
eeUU  V, if the initial 

phase of this voltage is accepted o0=u . 

Current source according to Ohm’s law (Fig. 2.14, c) 

21,15,37,3
3,34

127 09,19

09,19

0

е

α

o

je
e

e

Z

U
I j

j

j

−==



== − 


А. 

The voltage across the load αZ  (Fig. 2.14, b): 

8,421,469,627,317 84,4209,1993,61
α jeeeIZU jjj +==== −




 V. 
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The voltage value on the terminals a-b (Fig. 2.14, b) and, accordingly, on the loads 

Z  and Z  (Fig. 2.14, a): 

8,428,804,917,371,24 89,2709,198,8
α jeeeIZU jjj

abab −==== −−− 
 V. 

The currents in the parallel branches (Fig. 2.14, a): 

71,051,457,4
20

4,91 98,8

87,36

89,27

je
e

e

Z

U
I j

j

j
ab

+==



==

−

−










 А; 

93,102,118,2
42

4,91 89,117

90

89,27

je
e

e

Z

U
I j

j

j
ab

−−==



== −

−










 А. 

Checking currents according to Current law (Fig. 2.14, a): αγβ III =+ ; 

22,149,393,102,171,051,4 jjj −=−−+  А (found earlier 21,15,3α jI −=  А). 

Checking voltages according to Kirchhoff’s voltage law (Fig. 2.14, a): 

;α UUU ab =+  

9,1268,428,808,421,46 =−++ jj  V (accepted 127=U  V). 

A small difference in values is due to truncating in the calculations. 

Voltage ratio abUUU += α  and currents γβα III +=  shown in Fig. 2.15 using a 

phasor diagram at the specified scale. The structure of the diagram is performed according 

to the rms values of currents and voltages and their initial phases. The rms value of voltage 

and current is defined as a module, and the initial phase is an argument in the form of each 

complex number that determines the current or voltage. 

 

 
Figure 2.15 

Rms values of currents and voltages and their initial phases: 7,3α =I А; 
o

α
09,19−=i ; 57,4=I А;  o

β
98,8=i ; 18,2=I А; o

γ
89,117−=i ; 9,62α =U V; 

o

α
84,42=u ; 4,91=abU V;  o89,27−=

abU ; 127=U V; 0=u . 
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The phasor diagram can also be construct from real and imaginary parts of 

complex current values of currents and voltages: 

21,15,3α jI −=  А; 71,051,4 jI +=  А; 93,102,1 jI −−=  А; 

8,421,46α jU +=  В; 8,428,80 jU ab −=  В; 127=U  V, 

where the actual values of the quantities: 

A5,3α =I ; A51,4=I ; A02,1−=I ;  V1,46=U ;  V8,80=
abU ;  V127=U , 

imaginary values: 

A21,1α −=I ; A71,0=I ; A93,1−=I ; V8,42α =U ; V8,42−=abU ; V0=U . 

Complex power of the energy source SupplySupply

*
αSupply jQPIUS +==  is defined 

as the product of the complexes of voltage and conjugate current of the energy source, 

which are defined in an indicative (or algebraic) form. 

Conjugate current complex α
ψ

α
*
α

ij
eII
−

=  determined from the source 

α
ψ

αα
ij

eII =  by changing the sign in the exponent (or before the imaginary part, if the 

algebraic form of a complex number is used). 

Substitute the complexes of voltage and conjugate complex current source and 

perform the transformation: 

====
oo 09,1909,19*

αSupply 9,4697,3127 jj eeIUS  

)09,19sin09,19(cos9,469 oo j+= VA7,1531,444 j+= , 

where total power 9,469Supply =S  VA there is a module in the indicative form of complex 

power, and power: active W1,444Supply =P  and reactive VAr7,153Supply =Q – real and 

imaginary parts of the algebraic form of a complex number. 

Loads powers are similarly determined: 

VA3,2055,1097,2327,39,62
ooo 93,6109,1984,42*

ααα jeeeIUS jjj +==== ; 

6,2502,3347,41757,44,91
o87,36o98,8o89,27*

ββ jeeeIUS jjj
ab −==== −−−

VA;
 

VA3,1993,19918,24,91
ooo 9089,11789,27*

γγ jeeeIUS jjj
ab ==== − , 

where 
*
γ

*
β

*
α ,, III  – conjugate currents of loads; 

active power of loads:  W5,109α =P ;  W2,334=P ;  0=P , 

reactive power of loads: VAr3,205α =Q ;  VAr6,250−=Q ; VAr3,199=Q . 

Equation of active powers balance: 

γβαSupply PPPP ++= ; W443,70334,2109,5W1,444 =++ . 

Equation of reactive power balance: 

VAr154199,3250,6-205,3VAr7,153;γβαSupply =+++= QQQQ . 
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Example 4. In a three-phase circuit with a linear voltage UL = 380 V symmetrical 

loading which is connected by “Y” is included. The load consists of two loads 

connected in series βα , ZZ  in each phase with parameters αR  = 16 Ohm; αLX  = 30 Ohm; 

R  = 22,1 Ohm; CX  = 8 Ohm. 

Calculation volume: a) draw the equivalent electric scheme of three-phase circuit 

with ideal elements instead of loads; b) determine phase and linear currents, as well as 

active and reactive power; c) construct a phasor diagram. 

 

Figure 2.16 

Solution. In Fig. 2.16 it is shown an equivalent electric scheme of a three-phase 

circuit when the load is connected in “Y” (star). 

Phase voltages in the network V220
3

380

3
=== L

Ph
U

U . 

At symmetrical loading phase voltages on loads are equal to phase voltages of a 

circuit UPh, that is V220==== Phcba UUUU . 

Impedance of each phase: 

44)830()1,2216()()( 222
βα

2
βα =−++=−++= CLPh

XXRRZ  Ohm; 

Phase shift between phase voltage and 

current in each phase: 

o

βα

βα
30

1,2216

830
arctgarctg =

+

−
=

+

−
=

RR

XX CL . 

Phase and linear currents: 

5
44

220
===

Ph

Ph
Ph

Z

U
I  А; 

5==== Phcba IIII А; 

5L ===== PhCBA IIIII  А. 
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Active and reactive power of the whole circuit: 

=== cos33 PhPhPh IUPP W;285830cos52203 == 
 

=== sin33 PhPhPh IUQQ VAr.165030sin52203 = 
 

The phasor diagram is shown in Fig. 2.17. It is constructed this way. Choose the 

scale of currents and voltages and the initial phase 0=
AU  voltage phasor AU  and 

draw this phasor along the horizontal axis. Phasors of phase voltages of loads 

cba UUU ,,  at symmetrical loading are equal to voltages of a circuit CBA UUU ,,  and 

create a three-phase symmetric system, i.e. have the same effective values and phase-

shifted relative to each other by an angle of 120 . Voltage phasor BU  lags behind the 

phasor AU  by an angle of 120 , so it returns to this angle clockwise, and the voltage 

phasor CU  ahead of the phasor AU  on an angle of 120 , so it returns to this angle 

counterclockwise. 

Phasors of linear voltages ,ABU ,BCU CAU  we draw using Kirchhoff’s voltage 

law according to formulas: 

BAAB UUU −= ;    CBBC UUU −= ;   ACCA UUU −= , 

that is we will connect the ends of voltage phasors CBA UUU ,,  among themselves and 

we obtain phasors of linear voltages, as shown in Fig. 2.17. 

Each phase current phasor behind its phase voltage by an angle of 30= , 

therefore, it rotates clockwise at this angle relative to its phase voltage 

Example 5. In a three-phase network with a linear voltage UL = 380 V symmetrical 

load is connected in “Δ” (delta). The load consists of two consumers connected in series 

γα , ZZ  in each phase with parameters αR  = 20 Ohm; R  = 10 Ohm; CX  = 30 Ohm. 

Calculation volume: a) draw the electrical scheme of replacement of three-phase 

circuit with ideal elements instead of loads; b) determine phase and linear currents, as well 

as active and reactive power; c) construct a phasor diagram. 

Solution. Figure 2.18 shows an electrical scheme of the replacement of a three-

phase circuit when connecting the load  in “Δ”. 
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Figure 2.18 
 

Impedance of each phase: 

43,42)30()1020()()( 222
γ

2
γαPh =−++=−++= CXRRZ  Ohm. 

Phase shift between phase voltage and current 

in each phase: 

o

γα

γ
45

1020

30
arctgarctg −=

+

−
=

+

−
=

RR

XC
. 

When connecting loads in “Δ” phase voltage 

cabcab UUU ,,  coincide with the corresponding line 

voltages CABCAB UUU ,, , therefore phase voltages of 

loads  380LPh ==UU  V. 

Phase currents: 

96,8
43,42

380

Ph

Ph
Ph ===

Z

U
I  А; 

96,8Ph ==== IIII cabcab  А. 

Line currents: 

52,1596,833 PhL ====== IIIII CBA  А. 

Active and reactive power of the whole circuit: 

W;7222)45cos(96,83803cos33 PhPhPh =−===
IUPP  

VAr.7222)45sin(96,83803sin33 PhPhPh −=−===
IUQQ  

The phasor diagram is shown in Fig. 2.19. The diagram is drawn as follows. 

Determine the scale of currents and voltages and choose the initial phase 
0=

ABU  

voltage phasor ABU  and draw this phasor along the horizontal axis. Network line 

voltage phasors CABCAB UUU ,,  (which are also phase voltages cabcab UUU ,,  on 

loads) create a three-phase symmetric system, i.e. they have the same rms values and 

are shifted in phase relative to each other by an angle of 
120 . Voltage phasor BCU  lags 
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behind the phasor ABU  on the angle 
120 , so it returns to this angle clockwise, and the 

voltage phasor CAU  ahead of the phasor ABU  on the angle 
120 , so it returns to this 

angle counterclockwise. 

Each phase current phasor cabcab III ,,  ahead of its phase voltage phasor by an 

angle of 45−= , therefore, it rotates counterclockwise at this angle relative to the 

phase voltage. 

Phasors of linear currents CBA III ,,  we build using Kirchhoff’s current law 

according to formulas: 

caabA III −= ,    abbcB III −= ,    bccaC III −= , 

that is, we will connect the ends of phasors of currents cabcab III ,,  among themselves 

and we obtain phasors of linear currents, as shown in Fig. 2.19. 

Example 6. In a three-phase circuit with a linear voltage UL = 380 V asymmetric 
load of phases is included γβα  and   , ZZZ  as asymmetric load of ideal elements: 

12α =R  Ohm, Ом16α =LХ , βR =32 Ohm, Ом24β =CX , Ом20γ =LХ . 

Calculation volume: a) draw the equivalent electrical scheme of a three-phase 

circuit with ideal elements instead of the loads; b) determine the phase and line currents, 

as well as the current in the neutral wire; c) determine the active and reactive power; d) 

draw a phasor diagram. 

Solutions. Figure 2.20 shows the 

electrical circuit of a three-phase circuit. 

Phase voltages 

V.220
3

380

3

L
Ph ======

U
UUUU CBA

 

In the presence of a neutral wire, the 

phase voltages of the network are equal to the 

phase voltages at the loads: 

 .   ;  ; сСbВаА UUUUUU ===  

==== PhUUUU сbа 220 V. 

Impedances and shift angles of the phases loading: 

201612 222
α

2
αα =+=+= LXRZ  Ohm, 

40)24(32)( 222
β

2
ββ =−+=−+=

C
XRZ  Ohm, 

20γγ == LXZ  Ohm, 

o

α

α
α 13,53

12

16
arctgarctg ===

R

XL ; 

 
Figure 2.20 
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o

β

β
β 87,36

32

24
arctgarctg −=

−
=

−
=

R

XС
; .90o

γ =  

Current values of phase currents equal to linear: 

11
20

220

α

====
Z

U
II а
Aa  А, 5,5

40

220

β

====
Z

U
II b
Вb  А, 

11
20

220

γ

====
Z

U
II с
Сс  А. 

Let’s draw a phasor diagram (Fig. 2.21). We accept 

the initial voltage phase for the phase А o0=
AU  and 

draw a phasor diagram of voltages and currents, as in 
example 4. Determine the rms value of the current in the 
neutral wire (I N = сba III ++ ) direct measurement of the 

length of the phasor I N  and multiplying it by the current 

scale (I N =19 А). The initial phase current of the neutral 

wire, which is determined by the protractor, is equal to o5,27−=
Ni

. You can check 

the results by referring to the symbolic method. 
Phase sinusoidal voltages form a three-phase symmetric system: 

220== aA UU  V;  
o120220 j

bB eUU −== V; 
o120220 j

cC eUU == V. 

Complex impedances of phase loads: 
o13,53α

αα 20 jj
eeZZ ==


V,     

o87,36β
ββ 40 jj

eeZZ −
== V, 

o90
γγ 20 jj eeZZ ==  V. 

Linear and phase currents are: 

I А = aI = 8,86,611

20

220 o13,53

o13,53

o0

α

je

e

e

Z

U j

j

j
a −=== −  А; 

I В = bI = 46,566,05,5

40

220 o13,83

o87,36

o120

β

je

e

е

Z

U j

j

j
b −=== −

−

−

 А; 

I С = cI = 5,553,911

20

220 o30

o90

o120

γ

je

e

е

Z

U j

j

j
с +===  А, 

where the rms values of phase currents equal to linear, 
11== Aa II  А; 5,5== Bb II  А; 11== Cc II  А; 

initial phases of currents: 
o13,53−=

ai
;     o13,83−=

bi
;     o30=

ci
. 

 
The current in the neutral wire: 

I N = =++ сba III 76,879,165,553,946,566,08,86,6 jjjj −=++−+− = 

         =18,94 е
o55,27j−

А, 
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where the rms value of the current in the neutral wire is I N =18,94 А, and its initial 

phase equals o55,27−=
Ni

. 

As can be seen, the calculated values of the current and its initial phase almost 

coincide with the values obtained from the phasor diagram. 

Active and reactive power of the whole circuit: 

=++=++= γβαγβα coscoscos ссbbаа IUIUIUPPPP

W;242090cos11220)87,36cos(5,522013,53cos11220 ooo =+−+=  

=++=++= γβαγβα sinsinsin ссbbаа IUIUIUQQQQ

VAr.363090sin11220)87,36sin(5,522013,53sin11220 ooo =+−+=  

 


